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P O D I U M
SHOES THE

The Podium program was conceived with the purpose of equipping every level of curler with footwear that would optimize performance and 
comfort. With development input from TEAM MARTIN, the top end Podium Gold was introduced to the market in 2009 and has been an 
overwhelming success, being quickly adopted by elite curlers at club, national and international levels.

Performance and Comfort Considerations:

Slider Thickness - slider speed increases with the thickness of the Teflon™, ¼" being the 
thickest and the fastest. Every curler should be looking for optimal slide with a minimum of leg 
thrust. For most curlers excessive leg thrust results in instability. Experienced curlers who are 
accustomed to the ice and do not have stability concerns usually prefer a fast slider, whereas less 
experienced curlers usually want to balance speed with stability. It is important to keep in mind 
that inexperienced curlers generally have low leg thrust and if equipped with an excessively slow 
slider, the result will be an unsatisfactory delivery.

Hinged Front Slider - sliders that have a thickness of 5/32" or greater tend to be rigid, 
creating a limiting force against any degree of heel elevation during delivery. Likewise the rigidity 
results in constant heel rubbing during walking. By splitting the front from the back slider and 
"hinging" the front slider, the negative effect of rigidity is eliminated on Podium shoes.

GOLD
Model Specific Features: 
•	 Top	grain	leather	upper,	both	inside	and	out.
•	 Reinforced	leather	patch	on	the	inner	heel	to	absorb	wear.
•	 Lace	cover	to	reduce	drag	on	the	trailing	foot.	
•	 ¼"	hinged	slider.

Available	in	right	hand	or	left	hand
Sizing:	Women's	5	to	10	(full	and	half	sizes);	Men's	7	to	12	(full	and	half	sizes),	plus	13,	14,	15

(901) Men's,	(902) Women's		$249

SILVER Men's
Model Specific Features: 
•	 Leather	upper.
•	 Silver	accents	on	men's	model.
•	 Available	in	REGULAR	and	WIDE	fit.	
•	 5/32"	hinged	slider.

Available	in	right	hand	or	left	hand
Sizing:	 Men's	7	to	12	(full	and	half	sizes),	plus	13,	14,	15

Regular: (916) Men's		$179
Wide: (932) Men's		$179
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P O D I U M
SHOES

SERIES2010 marks the introduction of the Silver and Bronze models, aimed respectively at the intermediate and entry 
level curler. Both these models have been developed without compromise. The outsole is the same as used on the 
Gold model, the uppers are leather, even the Bronze model has a 3/32" slider - the minimum a new curler should 
start with.

Lateral Stability - during delivery the natural tendency is for weight to be shifted to the outside 
of the sliding foot, reducing the surface area from which balance and stability are achieved. The 
outsole on the Podium series is expressly moulded to incorporate a lateral stabilizer in the ball of 
the foot. The result is even distribution of weight across the slider, a wider balance platform and 
enhanced stability.

Warmth - insulation throughout the upper and air cushioning in the sole ensure warmth on 
all Podium models.

Comfort and Fit - careful attention to materials and design afford slipper-like comfort from 
the first time Podium shoes are worn. Further, the Silver model is available in both REGULAR 
and WIDE fit. And, unlike most curling shoes, ladies Podiums are built on specific women's 
moulds.

Quality - most shoe production relies upon high volume automated assembly lines. Only 
'high end' shoes that demand careful attention to quality and details are still produced in 
'handmade' factories. Such is the case with the entire Podium Series. Every shoe is produced 
under the watchful eye of master craftsmen.

SILVER Ladies
Model Specific Features: 
•	 Leather	upper.
•	 Magenta	accents	on	women's	model.
•	 Available	in	REGULAR	and	WIDE	fit.	
•	 5/32"	hinged	slider.

Available	in	right	hand	or	left	hand
Sizing:	Women's	5	to	10	(full	and	half	sizes)

Regular: (917) Women's		$179
Wide: (935) Women's		$179

BRONZE
Model Specific Features: 
•	 Leather	upper
•	 3/32"	flat	slider
•	 Available	with	grippers	on	both	feet	(double	gripper	model)
•	 Non-hinged	slider.

Available	in	right	hand	or	left	hand
Sizing:	Women's	5	to	10	(full	and	half	sizes);	Men's	7	to	12	(full	and	half	sizes),	plus	13,	14,	15

Regular: (906) Men's,	(912) Women's		$139
Double Gripper: (913) Men's,	(915) Women's		$139
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ACCESSORIESSHOES

SHOT
Suede	leather	uppers,	insulation	throughout,	tasteful	design	and	great	price	make	SHOT	the	best	value	on	
the	market	today.

Flat 1/16” Slider
Available	in	right	hand	and	in	full	sizes	only.	
Women’s	6	to	10;		Men’s	8	to	13.

(193) Men's		$89
(226) Women's		$89

(653) Toe Coat Kit		$36
Coats	up	to	6	shoes.

Antislider - Slip on gripper.

(142) Wide	Fit	-	Black XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL $16

(139) Regular	Fit	-	Black XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL $16

(147) Regular	Fit	-	Hot	Pink XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL $16

Antislider/Slip on Slider Fit Chart

XS S M L XL XXL

Women 4-6 6½-8½ 9-10

Men 7-9 9½-10½ 11-13 14,	15

*Since	style	of	shoe	and	sole	size	vary,	this	chart	shows	only	approximate	fit.

Step on Slider		$32
An	excellent	alternative	to	tape	for	beginners.	

Upgraded	with	1/16"	Teflon	slider.
(656) Sizing:	S,	(840) Sizing:	L

Elastic Slip on Slider
Upgraded	with	1/16"	Teflon	slider.

(252) Full Length		$32
Sizing:	XS	-	XL

Curling Socks  $15
Finally	a	sock	developed	expressly	for	curling.	Unique	blend	offers	

warmth	and	comfort	tailored	to	curling	conditions.
Composition	of	sock:	50%	wool,	26%	acrylic,	4%	lycra,	20%	nylon.

(303) Unisex Sizing:	S,	M,	L
Sm.	Fits	Ladies	5	-	10,	Med.	Fits	Men's	8	-	10,	Lg.	Fits	Men's	10	½	-	15

Colour: (01)	Black

ACCESSORIES
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PINS EMBROIDERY

(757) Stopwatch		$21
Features	extra	large	numbers,	heavy	

duty	battery,	split	times.

(1536) Rockwatcher		$51
The	perfect	timing	solution	for	curlers.
Extra	large	numbers,	fastens	to	brush	

handle,	split	times.

(610) Strategy/Teaching Board		$45
6”	x	10”,	rocks	and	house	are	

exact	1:30	scale

Pin Pricing 2010/11

Size 100 200 500 1000 3000

1/2" $4.15 $2.75 $1.90 $1.80 $1.35

5/8" $4.30 $3.00 $1.95 $1.90 $1.40

3/4" $4.50 $3.15 $2.10 $1.95 $1.45

1" $4.60 $3.30 $2.15 $2.05 $1.50

1 1/8" $4.75 $3.50 $2.20 $2.15 $1.60

1 1/4" $4.90 $3.75 $2.30 $2.20 $1.85

1 1/2" $5.10 $3.85 $2.50 $2.45 $1.95

Club Pins
Goldline	can	provide	high	quality	custom	pins.	Pin	prices	include	die	charges	and	up	to	four	enamel	
colours.	Butterfly	clasp	is	standard,	safety	pin	clasp	is	optional.	Background	plating	may	be	gold,	
nickel,	black	nickel	or	bronze.	Delivery:	4	to	6	weeks

(815) Knee Pad		$17

ACCESSORIES

(922) Sliding Tape	(1	roll)		$26
Measurement:	96mm(w)	x	33m(l)
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(527) Fit to Curl		$20
Fit to Curl	 is	 the	 first	 sport-specific	 guide	 to	 training	 for	 the	 world’s	
greatest	game.	Written	by	John	Morris,	Third	 for	Team	Kevin	Martin	
and	a	fixture	among	Canada’s	elite	curlers.

Custom Embroidery
Embroidered	apparel	for	your	club,	event	or	company.	Please	contact	us	for	further	details.
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OFFICIAL 
'LIMITED 

EDITION' TEAM 
CANADA BRUSH

as used by Team Kevin Martin.

Composite handle, commemorative graphics, 
unique holographic logo and custom maple leaf pad 

make this a 'must-have' for the avid curler.

1 1/8" LIMITED EDITION
Only 300 available each numbered for authenticity.

"A Little Understanding Goes a Long Way.""A Little Understanding Goes a Long Way.""A Little Understanding Goes a Long Way."
BRUSHES
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The	right	equipment	can	give	you	a	competitive	edge.	Our	"feather"	shaft	allows	you	to	sweep	faster,	harder	and	more	effectively,	with	less	effort.	The	head	features	a	full	sliding	bar	for	optimal	stability,	360˚	
rotation	for	maximum	effectiveness,	synthetic	oval	pad	for	focused	weight	transfer	and	simple	pad	replacement	so	optimal	performance	can	be	maintained.	Also	available	with	stationary	hair	head.

Carbon Fiber	-	360˚	Rotating	Head	with	Synthetic	Pad		$149
(856) 1”  Handle
(886) 1 1/8”  Handle

Carbon Fiber Hair
Stationary	Head	with	Pure	Horse	Hair	Pad		$159
(238) 1 1/8” Metallic Blue Handle Only

Weight - lighter brushes are easier to push and therefore more effective. The main 
variable in terms of weight is the handle. There are basically four types of handles 
available. From the heaviest to the lightest, these are wood, fibreglass, composite 
(fibreglass and carbon fiber), and pure carbon fiber. Given today's advanced 
materials, wood and 100% fibreglass (over 400 g) are simply too heavy. Goldline 
offers three options: two composites and one carbon fiber. Each is differentiated by 
weight and price. The following table shows the handle weight of each:

Carbon Fiber GLi Fiberlite

1" 170 g 220 g 270 g

1 1/8" 200 g 250 g 300 g

The GLi and Fiberlite both use composite handles, however, the GLi has a higher 
carbon fiber content, making it lighter.

Synthetic vs. Hair - testing has shown hair and synthetic heads to be equally effective 
in regular conditions. Some feel hair is more effective in frosty conditions. Such 
conditions exist at televised events where equipment, camera lights and crowds create 
a warm environment and ultimately frost on the ice. Such conditions seldom exist in 
club play. Hair is a natural fiber subject to breaking, and the effect of a rock running 
over a hair can be profound. Goldline hair heads are pure horse hair and the hair 
is set with epoxy to minimize hair loss. Hair heads are available only on Goldline's 
stationary head brushes.
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Team Canada		$169
(880) 1”  Handle  (879) 1 1/8”  Handle
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BRUSHES

Gli	 offers	 great	 value	 –	 advanced	
composite	handle	technology	(40%	
lighter	 than	 fiberglass	 yet	 stronger	
than	 carbon	 fiber),	 360˚	 rotating	
head	and	tasteful	graphics	and	finish.

Synthetic Pad		$99
(318) 1” Handle
(244) 1 1/8” Handle

The	Fiberlite	composite	handle	is	30%	lighter	than	traditional	fiberglass,	yet	stronger	than	fiberglass	or	carbon	
fiber.	 Similar	 technology	may	 be	 found	 in	 high	 end	 golf	 clubs.	 Striking	 graphics	 add	 the	 finishing	 touch.	
Available	with	synthetic	pad.	Also	available	with	stationary	hair	head.

(55)	Avocado	
(pad	colours:	silver,	red)

(57)	Quicksilver	
(available	pad	colours:	silver,	royal)

The	revolutionary	Maxfit	handle	is	ergonomically	designed	to	fit	the	natural	contours	of	the	hand,	affording	
comfort	and	more	efficient	transfer	of	pressure	to	the	brush	head.	Now	fabricated	using	Carbon	Fiber	and	
Composite	technology.	Available	with	rotating	synthetic	head	or	stationary	hair	head.	

MAXFIT
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(34)	Mocha	
(available	pad	colours:	mocha,	silver)

(03)	Pink	Champagne	-	available in 1" only
(available	pad	colours:	pink,	black)

Fiberlite	-	360˚	Rotating	Synthetic	Pad		$79
(946) 1”  Handle, (944) 1 1/8”  Handle
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Fiberlite Hair	-	Stationary	Hair	Head		$99
(665-57) 1 1/8” Quicksilver Handle Only
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Features	Fiberlite	handle,	stationary	head	and	synthetic	pad.

(662)	1”	Handle		(663)	1	1/8”	Handle		$59

(34)	Mocha	(available	pad	colours:	mocha,	black)

Saber	–	Deliver	and	sweep	with	the	same	tool.	Features	tough	nylon	
construction	with	1"	Fiberlite	handle	with	a	new	improved	mechanisim.

 
(4081) Quicksilver Handle with Royal Pad		$95

(977) Excaliber		$45
Head	only.	Fits	1"	handles	only.	

(657) Excaliber		$59
Now	comes	complete	with	a	lightweight	Fiberlite	handle.	Fits	
all	rock	handles	and	provides	the	ultimate	clean	and	accurate	
delivery.	Handle	colour	mocha.	

(1275) Arrow		$65
•	Ensures	stability	and	squares	the	
	 shoulders	during	delivery.

•	The	best	sliding	device	in	the	sport	of	
curling.

•	Collapsible	2	piece	design	for	easy	
transportation.

Available Colours: (01) Black

(1370) Club Bag		$39
The	perfect	curling	bag.	Velcro	loops	fasten	brush	to	side.	Fits	in	a	locker.	Lower	compartment	

accommodates	shoes,	while	upper	compartment	and	pouches	accommodate	clothing	and	accessories.		
May	be	customized	with	your	club,	event	or	company	logo.	

Measurement:	21"(l)	x	9"(w)	x	11"	(h)		Colours: (06)	Royal,	(19)	Red,	(32)	Gold

(693) Personal Broom Bag		$51
Holds	up	to	four	brushes,	plus	accessories.

Measurement:	51"(l)	x	9.5"(w)	x	5.5"	(h)		Colours: (06)	Royal,	(19)	Red,	(32)	Gold

(698) Team Broom Bag with Wheels 	$69
Easily	holds	eight	brushes	plus	accessories.	Tough	denier	fabric. 

Measurement:	53"(l)	x	12"(w)	x	11"	(h)		Colours: (06)	Royal,	(19)	Red,	(32)	Gold

STICKS BAGS
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PADS(219) Oval Synthetic Pad		$21
The	Goldline	pad	will	fit	the	majority	of	oval	headed	brushes.

 (25)	Fluorescent	Orange	 (16)	Fluorescent	Lime	

 (06)	Royal (31)	Yellow

 (19)	Red	 (03)	Hot	Pink

 (34)	Mocha	 (27)	Silver

 (01)	Black	 (240) Oval Horse Hair Head		$39
	 	 Fits	Goldline	stationary	head	only.

 (24)	Rust

IMPRINTED PADS
Embedded	ink	will	not	rub	off	or	affect	performance.	
Individual		$24,	48	or	more		$15.95

 (217CA) Canadian	Flag	Pad	 (217US) USA	Flag	Pad

 (217YR) Yellow	Ribbon	Pad (217RB) Pink	Ribbon	Pad
$2	from	the	sale	of	each	pink	ribbon	pad	will	go	to	find	a	cure	for	cancer.

Other	countries	and	designs	available	with	minimum	order	of	48	(set	up	fee	of	$35	applies).

(659) Stag		$21
Replacement	pad	for	Stag	and	Brownie	brushes.

Colours: (06)	Royal,	(01)	Black

(216) Custom Pads  
Promote	your	company	or	event.	Identify	your	club	brushes.	Fundraise	for	your	club	or	charity.	
Minimum	order:	48;	one	time	setup	fee:	$35;	pad	colours	may	be	mixed,	however	there	may	be	a	small	
surcharge	if	print	colour	changes.	Call	for	pricing.

(499) Brush Head Cover		$8
Breathable	stretch	fabric	allows	brush	

head	to	dry	while	covered.

9

Complete Head		$49
(1091)	1”	Complete	Head	

(1092)	1	1/8”	Complete	Head
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 Cutting Edge Fashion Meets Performance
Our	entire	pant	program	went	back	to	the	drawing	board.	Each	style	was	critically	analyzed	and	tested	in	
terms	of	intended	market,	fit	specifications	and	materials.	The	result	is	an	overall	pant	program	based	on:
	 ~	conventional	fit	standards.
	 ~	sport-specific	fabric	demands	related	to	warmth	and	stretch.
	 ~	a	response	to	the	needs	of	specific	market	segments.	

GQ

GQ		$76
Cool	styling	and	athletic	performance	make	this	the	ultimate	curling	pant.	The	
poly-stretch	GQ	features	jean	cut	finish	on	all	pockets	and	seams	and	also	
boasts	belt	loops,	zipper	fly	and	boot	cut	finish	on	the	legs.

(655) Men's Sizing:	28,	30,	32,	34,	36,	38,	40
Colour: (01)	Black

Kanata		$59
Relaxed	fit,	tailored	finish	and	poly-stretch	fabric	make	this	pant	a	perfect	
blend	of	classic	style	and	athletic	performance.

(671) Sizing:	XXS	-	XXL
Colour: (01)	Black

Men's GLX		$76
The	GLX	pant	embodies	the	technical	innovation	found	in	so	many	
Goldline	 products.	 Here	 it	 is	 the	 marriage	 of	 high	 performance	
material	 and	 curling	 specific	design.	The	 result	 is	 comfort,	warmth	
and	enhanced	mobility.	Belt	loops	and	zippered	fly.

(215) Men's Sizing:	S	-	XXL
Colour: (01) Black
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 Cutting Edge Fashion Meets Performance Cutting Edge Fashion Meets Performance
PANTS
men's

Team Canada
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 Cutting Edge Fashion Meets Performance
The	Allure,	remains	fashion	forward,	featuring	low	rise	waist	and	trim	fit,	whereas	the	new	Monaco	ladies	
pant	offers	classic	styling	and	a	more	relaxed	fit.

Allure		$76
Cutting	 edge	 fashion	 meets	 performance.	 The	 Allure	
features	stretch	polyester	outer	with	melded	lining,	boot-
cut	 legs,	 modern	 low	 rise	 waist,	 and	 women's	 slim	 fit.	
Zippered	fly	and	belt	loops.

(652) Ladies Sizing:	XXS	-	XL
Colour: (01)	Black

Women's GLX		$76
The	 GLX	 pant	 embodies	 the	 technical	 innovation	 found	 in	 so	 many	
Goldline	products.	Here	it	is	the	marriage	of	high	performance	material	and	
curling	specific	design.	The	result	is	comfort,	warmth	and	enhanced	mobility.	
Belt	loops	and	zippered	fly.

(325) Ladies Sizing:	XS	-	XXL
Colour: (01) Black
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 Cutting Edge Fashion Meets Performance Cutting Edge Fashion Meets Performance

Monaco		$76
Many	of	our	customers	told	us	that	we	needed	a	fashionable	pant	that	would	fit	a	post	twenty-something	
figure.	The	new	Monaco	is	our	response	-	blending	the	stretch,	warmth	and	comfort	required	for	performance,	
with	the	fabrication	and	tailoring	required	for	tasteful	styling.

(867) Ladies Sizing:	8,	10,	12,	14,	16,	18,	20
Colour: (01)	Black

PANTS
women's

Team USA
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JACKETS/TOPS Oslo Jacket		$55
The	OSLO	jacket	is	a	perfect	blend	of	comfort,	style	and	easy	care.	
Textured	fleece	offers	a	fashion	forward	look	and	the	ease	of	wash	and	
wear.	Colours	are	designed	to	mix	and	match	with	the	AURO top.	

(03)

(01)

(47)

(38)

(19)
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Auro		$49
Designed	to	meet	 the	base	 layer	needs	of	curling	and	similar	sports,	
the	AURO	offers	wik-a-way	performance,	keeping	you	comfortable	
in	both	hot	and	cold	environments.	The	styling	is	upscale	and	the	fit	
accommodates	ease	of	movement.	Colours	mix	and	match	with	both	
the	OSLO	and	JUNO	jackets.

Juno Jacket		$69
The	JUNO	is	a	textured	fleece	jacket	offering	elegant	contemporary	
styling	and	 the	fit	 and	comfort	 required	 for	active	pursuits.	Mix	and	
match	with	the	AURO	top.

women's

(317) Women's Sizing:	S,	M,	L,	XL

(03)	Pink	with	
White	Piping

(01)	Black	with	
Charcoal	Piping

(47)	Charcoal	with	
Raspberry	Piping

(19)	Red	with	
Charcoal	Piping

(38)	Surf	Blue	with	
White	Piping

(421) Women's Sizing:	S,	M,	L,	XL

(01)	Black/Charcoal (02)	White/Charcoal (03)	Raspberry/
Charcoal

(414) Women's Sizing:	S,	M,	L,	XL

(92)	Ivory/Charcoal (19)	Red/Ivory (01)	Black/Ivory

(02)

(03)

(02)

(19)

(01)

(19)

(01)
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Oslo Jacket		$55
The	OSLO	jacket	is	a	perfect	blend	of	comfort,	style	and	easy	care.	
Textured	fleece	offers	a	fashion	forward	look	and	the	ease	of	wash	and	
wear.	Colours	are	designed	to	mix	and	match	with	the	AURO	top.	

(01)

(47)

(19)

(07)
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Auro		$49
Designed	to	meet	 the	base	 layer	needs	of	curling	and	similar	sports,	
the	AURO	offers	wik-a-way	performance,	keeping	you	comfortable	
in	both	hot	and	cold	environments.	The	styling	is	upscale	and	the	fit	
accommodates	ease	of	movement.	Colours	mix	and	match	with	both	
the	OSLO	and	JUNO	jackets.

Juno Jacket		$69
The	JUNO	is	a	textured	fleece	jacket	offering	elegant	contemporary	
styling	and	 the	fit	 and	comfort	 required	 for	active	pursuits.	Mix	and	
match	with	the	AURO	top.

(313) Men's Sizing:	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL

(01)	Black	with	
Charcoal	Piping

(47)	Charcoal	with	
Black	Piping

(19)	Red	with	
Charcoal	Piping

(07)	Pacific	with	
Black	Piping

(420) Men's Sizing:	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL

(01)	Black/Charcoal (02)	White/Charcoal (47)	Charcoal/Black

(413) Men's Sizing:	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL

(92)	Ivory/Charcoal (19)	Red/Ivory (01)	Black/Ivory

(02)

(19)

JACKETS/TOPS
men's

(47)

(01)

(02)

(01)
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GLOVES NOVELTIES GIFTWARE

Evolution Glove   $36
This	glove	is	designed	with	strategically	placed	padding	on	the	palm	for	
comfort	and	superior	grip.	Insulated	throughout.	Eye	catching	design.

(526) Unisex Sizing:	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL
Colour: (06)	Black	w/Royal,	(47)	Black	w/Charcoal,	(19)	Black	w/Red

Goldline Mitt  $36
Full	 grain	 leather	 exterior	 and	 polar	 fleece	 insulation	 makes	 this	 the	
ultimate	curling	mitt.

(235) Unisex Sizing:	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL
Colour: (01)	Black

(910) Wine Bottle Stopper		$26
(19) Red,	(27)	Silver

(1389) Mouse Pad		$11

(920) Beer Stein	-	14oz.		$16

(921) Coffee Mug	-	12oz.		$12

(859) Rubber Rock Keychain		$3
Measurement:	2	¼"	diameter

(851) Rubber Rock Fridge Magnet		$2
Measurement:	2	¼"	diameter
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Team Canada Glove  $36
Created	for	the	Men's	Olympic	team,	the	Team	Canada	glove	meets	
high	end	performance	demands	and	 features	Canadian	colours	 and	
branding.

(358) Unisex Sizing: 
XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL
Colour: 
(19)	Red	and	White

Platinum Glove  $36
The	 Platinum	 glove	 offers	 the	 right	 blend	 of	 comfort,	 warmth	 and	
styling,	with	the	added	feature	of	a	SILICONE	treatment	on	the	palm	
for	great	grip.	Insulated	throughout.

(869) Unisex Sizing:	XS,	S,	M,	L,	XL,	XXL
Colour: (01)	Black	with	Charcoal

www.goldline.ca
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JEWELERYGIFTWARE

(694) Granite Rock		$65
Size:	3	½"	Diameter			Handle: (27)	Silver,	(32)	Gold

(372) Smooth Crystal Rock		$39
Size:	2	½"	Diameter

(27)	Silver,	(32)	Gold	Handle.

(951) Faceted Crystal Rock		$39
Size:	2	½"	Diameter

(27)	Silver,	(32)	Gold	Handle.

(41)	Hone
(42)	Keeney

(43)	Trevor

Miniature Granite Rocks
Choice	of	3	styles.

¼ Scale

Customizing Options
Engrave,	print	text	or	logo	on	removable	

silver/gold	ring.	
Please	inquire	about	pricing.

The Perfect
Bonspiel
Award

(3	½"	Diameter)
(242) Granite Rock Trophy		$79

(Text	and	logos	additional,	please	call	for	pricing.)
Measurement:	7½"	(l)	x	4½"	(w)	x	3¾"	(h)

Flag Pins
Size:	5/8"	Diameter
(697) Canada		$5,	(696) United States		$5,
Switzerland	(not	shown)		$5,	Scotland	(not	shown)		$5

(625) Pewter Rock Key Chain  $8
Size:	3"	Long

Zipper Pulls
Size:	3	¾"	Diameter
(854) Pewter		$8,	(855) Gold		$8

Brooches
Size:	¾"	Diameter

(1443) Gold Rock		$8,	(1442) Pewter Rock		$8
(1360) Gold/Pewter Rock		$10

Necklaces
Size:	18"	Chain,	7/8"	Diameter	Pendant

(1437) Pewter Rock		$15,	(1439) Gold Rock		$15

Earrings
Size:	3/8"	Diameter

(622) Silver Stud		$13,	(788) Pewter Stud  $13,	
(1228) Gold Stud		$13
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The issue of sports-related concussions 
has recently become a major issue. Once 
considered of almost no consequence, 
concussions are now seen as having 
potentially long term effects, some of these 
are linked to dementia and Alzheimer's 
disease. Though the focus has been on 
contact sports, sports such as curling 
and figure skating are not immune to 
head injury and concussion. Virtually all 
participants in these non-contact sports 
can relate stories of serious falls and 
concussions involving themselves or others. 

Introduced in 2009, The Sport Band has 
been designed to reduce the possibility of 
concussion in the event of a fall on the 
back of the head. The Sport Band has 

Sport BandSport Band
(501)

(500)

been tested by the Canadian Standards 
Association and is the only device of 
its kind to pass standards developed for 
hockey helmets. Without exception curlers 
testify that the Sport Band served its 
purpose in preventing serious injury.

The Goldline Sport Band is lightweight, 
also includes a removable and washable 
sweatband and internal elastic expansion 
to facilitate fit.

(500) Sport Band	$39	
(501) Replaceable Sweatband	$2

Sizing:	 S	(21.25"/54	cm),	M	(22.5"/57	cm),	
	 L	(23.5"/60	cm),	XL	(25"/64	cm)
Colour:	Black

"We had a number of people fall on the ice, myself included. 
Head injuries and liability are serious matters and we felt 
we needed to address them. The club purchased the Sport 
Bands and we make them available to all curlers."

Paul Williams
President, Chingcousy Curling Club

WANT SOMETHING ORIGINAL?
Custom Brushes Are Now Available!

Create a distinctive design that represents you, your team, your club or 
event. Personalize it for the perfect gift or prize.

Use one of our stock designs or create your own.
 Contact us for more information.


